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Purpose: Patients with malignancy are more likely to develop nutritional problems. The

Geriatric Nutritional Risk Index (GNRI) is a new prognostic index for evaluating nutritional

status. The objective of this studywas to assess if preoperativeGNRI could be a prognostic factor

for patients with pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) who underwent radical surgery.

Patients and Methods: This study included 282 consecutive patients with incident pan-

creatic ductal adenocarcinoma who were treated with radical surgery. The Cox regression

analysis was performed to calculate the overall survival (OS) and assess the prognostic

factors. A nomogram was developed based on the results of the multivariate analysis, and the

predictive accuracy of the nomogram was assessed.

Results: Among the 282 patients, there are 117 males and 165 females. The patients had

a mean age of 58.7 ±13.5 years, with the median follow-up time of 72.9 months (interquartile

range, 0.7 to 115.2 months). They were classified into abnormal (GNRI ≤ 98) and normal

(GNRI > 98) GNRI groups, respectively. Multivariate Cox analysis showed that age

(HR = 1.023), drinking history (HR = 1.453), tumor grade (HR = 1.633), TNM stage

(HR = 1.921), and GNRI (HR = 1.757) were significantly associated with OS. Based on

the above variables, the nomogram was established. The concordance index (C-index) and

time-dependent receiver operating characteristics curve (tdROC) showed the nomogram was

superior to TNM grade and tumor grade in predicting the OS of patients with PDAC.

Conclusion: GNRI could be a useful prognostic indicator in patients with PDACwho received

surgery. Based on the GNRI and the other clinical indicators, we developed a nomogram model

that can provide an accurate estimation of OS in patients with PDAC after radical surgery.

Keywords: pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma, the geriatric nutritional risk index, overall

survival, nomogram

Introduction
Pancreatic cancer is one of the most common digestive system neoplasms with a poor

prognosis. According to the relevant reports, pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC)

is the most common histological type, with most patients dying within one year after

diagnosis and a less than 6% five-year survival rate.1,2 To date, radical surgical resection

is still the main treatment for PDAC, but the prognosis and overall survival (OS) is still

not satisfied. Such early mortality burden may be attributed to either surgery-related

factors, basic disease, or aggressive nature of the disease. Therefore, to determine the

optimal clinical markers for predicting the prognosis of post-surgical PDAC patients is

very urgent.
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It is well known that malnutrition is a very common

complication in cancer patients and is associated not only

with postoperative complications but also with long-term

outcomes.3–6 According to an epidemiological point of

view, malnutrition affects over 80% of patients with upper

gastrointestinal cancer and at least 60% of those with lung

cancer.7–9 Therefore, it is necessary to predict the prognosis

of the disease by assessing the nutritional status of cancer

patients. The Geriatric Nutritional Risk Index (GNRI), a new

prognostic index of the nutritional status, was proposed and

investigated in predicting the risk of nutrition-related com-

plications and mortality in the elderly population.10–12 This

index is an objective and simple nutritional assessment tool

determined by only serum albumin, height, and body weight.

At present, the GNRI has been reported to be an independent

risk factor for worse clinical events in patients with heart

failure, esophageal squamous cell carcinoma, pathological

stage I non-small cell lung cancer and Non-Metastatic Renal

Cell Carcinoma.13–16 G. Balzano’s research reported that

GNRI grade was an independent predictor of one-year mor-

tality among PDAC patients,17 However, the relationship

between the GNRI and overall survival in patients with

PDAC, remains unknown. Thus, the aim of our study is to

further assess the predictive value of GNRI in overall survi-

val of PDAC patients and to formulate a new prognostic

model through developing a nomogram.

Materials and Methods
Participants
We retrospectively analyzed 282 patients with PDAC who

underwent curative resection at the First Affiliated Hospital

of Wenzhou Medical University between January 1, 2006,

and December 31, 2016. The inclusion criteria are list as

below: 1) histologically confirmed PDAC; 2) without receiv-

ing preoperative anticancer treatment;3) without other malig-

nancies;4) no history of emergent circumstances after

surgery, such as intestinal obstruction, perforation, and

hemorrhage; 5) complete resection of cancer and laboratory

tests were obtained before surgery. Our study was supported

by the Ethical Committee and Institutional Review Board of

the hospital.

Clinical Information and Laboratory

Examinations
Baseline patients clinical and laboratory variables were

recorded before the resection of PDAC for patients, includ-

ing age, gender, smoking history, drinking history, tumor

Table 1 Baseline Demographics and Clinical Characteristics of

Patients

Variables/Characteristics N =282

Age (years) 58.7±13.5

Height (cm) 163.6±6.9

Weight (kg) 59.4±10.8

Tumor size (mm) 40(8–240)

CEA (ng/mL) 3.05(0.2–3555.1)

CA19-9 (u/L) 127.5(0.8–19,860)

Albumin (g/L) 39.7(27–49.4)

Hemoglobin (g/L) 123(53–163)

WBC (×109/L) 6.1(2.7–18.9)

PLT (×109/L) 204(73–808)

Sex

Female 117 (41.5)

Male 165 (58.5)

Smoking history

Current/former 85 (30.1)

Never 197(69.9)

Drinking history

Current/former 73 (25.9)

Never 209 (74.1)

Tumor location

Head 192 (68.1)

Body/Tail 90 (31.9)

Tumor size (mm)

≤40 178 (63.1)

>40 104 (36.9)

Tumor grade

Poor (3/4) 121 (42.9)

Well/moderate (1/2) 161 (57.1)

Perineural invasion

Positive 55 (19.5)

Negative 227 (80.5)

Vascular invasion

Positive 77 (27.3)

Negative 205 (72.7)

Invasion of adjacent tissues

Positive 136 (48.2)

Negative 146 (51.8)

Lymph node metastasis

Positive 93 (33.0)

Negative 189 (67.0)

TNM stage

I/II 227 (80.5)

III/IV 55 (19.5)

Postoperative chemotherapy

No 213 (75.5)

Yes 69 (24.5)

(Continued)
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location, tumor size, tumor grade, perineural invasion, vas-

cular invasion, invasion of adjacent tissues, lymph node

metastasis, 7th AJCC TNM stage, postoperative chemother-

apy, white blood cell count (WBC), platelet count (PLT),

albumin levels, hemoglobin levels, carbohydrate antigen

19–9 (CA19-9), carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA). CA19-9

and CEA were determined by UniCel DxI-800 analyzer.

WBC and PLT, were tested using a Sysmex XE-2100

analyzer.

Follow-Up
Patients were followed up regularly. Postoperative follow-up

included clinical and laboratory examinations every 3

months for the first 2 years, every 6 months from the 3rd

to 5th year, annually after the radical resection or until the

patient died. OS was defined as the time from surgery to

death due to any cause or the last follow-up. Patients who

were alive at the last follow-up were suppressed for analysis.

Geriatric Nutritional Risk Index
Data on serum albumin, height, and body weight were used

to calculate values for the Geriatric Nutritional Risk Index

(GNRI), using the following equation: GNRI= [1.489 *

Albumin (g/L) + 41.7 * actual body weight/ideal weight].

The ideal weight was calculated from the Lorenz equation,

as follows: For males: Height - 100 - [(height - 150)/4]; For

females: Height - 100 - [(height - 150)/2.5]. Actual body

weight/ideal body weight was set to 1 when the patient’

s body weight exceeded the ideal body weight. From these

GNRI values, 4 grades of nutrition-related risk was graded

according to previous research:10 major risk (GNRI <82),

moderate risk (GNRI 82 to <92), low risk (GNRI 92 to 98),

and no risk (GNRI >98) patients with a GNRI > 98 were

considered normal, whereas those with a GNRI 98 were at

risk of malnutrition. In our study, the patients were divided

into two groups based on the GNRI values: GNRI > 98 were

considered normal, whereas those with a GNRI ≤ 98 were at

risk of malnutrition.

Table 1 (Continued).

Variables/Characteristics N =282

GNRI

Normal (GNRI > 98) 178 (63.1)

Abnormal (GNRI ≤ 98) 104 (36.9)

Abbreviations: CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; CA19-9, carbohydrate antigen

19–9; WBC, white blood cell count; PLT, platelet count; GNRI, Geriatric nutritional

risk index.

Table 2 Preoperative GNRI by Patient Characteristics

Variable Normal GNRI

(n =178)

Abnormal GNRI

(n =104)

p-value

Sex 0.590

Male 76(42.7) 41(39.4)

Female 102(57.3) 63(60.6)

Age (years) 56.8±13.9 62.1±11.9 0.001

Smoking history 0.476

Current/former 51(28.7) 34(32.7)

Never 127(71.3) 70(67.3)

Drinking history 0.982

Current/former 46(25.8) 27(26.0)

Never 132(74.2) 77(74.0)

Tumor location 0.003

Head 110(61.8) 82(78.8)

Body/Tail 68(38.2) 22(21.2)

Tumor size (mm) 0.265

≤40 108(60.7) 70(67.3)

>40 70(39.3) 34(32.7)

Tumor grade 0.554

Poor (3/4) 74(41.6) 47(45.2)

Well/moderate

(1/2)

104(58.4) 57(54.8)

Perineural

invasion

0.306

Positive 38(21.3) 17(16.3)

Negative 140(78.7) 87(83.7)

Vascular invasion 0.318

Positive 45(25.3) 32(30.8)

Negative 133(74.7) 72(69.2)

Invasion of

adjacent tissues

0.969

Positive 86(48.3) 50(48.1)

Negative 92(51.7) 54(51.9)

Lymph node

metastasis

0.387

Positive 62(34.8) 31(29.8)

Negative 116(65.2) 73(70.2)

TNM stage 0.477

I/II 141(79.2) 86(82.7)

III/IV 37(20.8) 18(17.3)

Postoperative

chemotherapy

0.678

No 133(74.7) 80(76.9)

Yes 45(25.3) 24(23.1)

CEA (ng/mL) 2.5(0.2–3555.1) 3.7(0.3–280) 0.009

CA199 (u/L) 96.3(0.8–15,722.6) 174.75(0.8–19,860) 0.024

Albumin (g/L) 41.85(36–49.4) 35.5(27–42.4) < 0.001

(Continued)
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Statistical Analysis
Continuous variables were expressed as mean ± standard

deviation (normally distributed) or median with inter-

quartile range (non-normally distributed), and categorical

values were expressed by absolute and relative frequen-

cies. Variables with a normal distribution were compared

with unpaired Student’s t-test. Variables with a non-normal

distribution were compared using the Mann–Whitney

U-test. The chi-square test or Fisher’s exact test was

used for categorical data, where appropriate. Variables

with p < 0.05 in the univariate analysis were progressed

to a multivariate cox regression analysis using forward

stepwise selection. Hazards ratio (HR) and 95% CI were

calculated. A nomogram was formulated based on the

results of multivariate analysis, which allowed us to obtain

1-year, 3-year, 5-year overall survival probability esti-

mates. The performance of the nomogram was evaluated

by the C-index and it can estimate the probability of

concordance between the observed and nomogram-

predicted. The time-dependent receiver operating charac-

teristics curve (tdROC) was calculated to measure the

discriminatory power of nomogram, TNM stage, and

tumor grade.

All analyses were performed by the software statistical

package for social sciences version 22.0 (SPSS, Chicago,

Table 2 (Continued).

Variable Normal GNRI

(n =178)

Abnormal GNRI

(n =104)

p-value

Total bilirubin

(μmol/L)

13.0(5–536) 56.5(5–455) 0.108

Hemoglobin (g/L) 126(84–163) 115.5(53–152) < 0.001

WBC (×109/L) 6.125(3.1–18.9) 6.085(2.66–14.2) 0.320

PLT (×109/L) 196(89–808) 218.5(73–650) 0.098

Abbreviations:CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; CA19-9, carbohydrate antigen 19–9;

WBC,white blood cell count; PLT, platelet count;GNRI,Geriatric nutritional risk index.

Figure 1 Kaplan – Meier survival curves showing patient overall survival stratified by GNRI categories.
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IL). The nomogram and tdROC were computed with the

R version 3.6.1 (http://www.rproject.org/). All statistical

tests were two-sided, and P values of less than 0.05 were

considered to be statistically significant.

Results
Patients’ Characteristics
Data were obtained from 282 patients in this study cohort,

the median survival time was 17.4 months (interquartile

range, 0.7–115.2 months). Mortality was 45.4% at 1-year,

73.0% at 3-year and 87.9% at 5-year follow-up.

Demographic characteristics as well as laboratory and

clinical data are summarized in Table 1.

Correlation Between Patients’
Characteristics and Preoperative GNRI
The main relationship was shown in Table 2. Among the

282 patients, 178 patients (63.1%) with GNRI > 98 were

regarded as having a normal nutritional risk, whereas

the remaining 104 (36.9%) patients were estimated as

having an abnormal nutritional risk. Malnutrition indi-

cated by abnormal GNRI was associated with advanced

age, carcinoma of head of pancreas, high level of CEA,

high level of CA199, hypoalbuminemia and low level of

hemoglobin. But without other factors, including sex,

smoking status, drinking history, tumor size, tumor

grade, perineural invasion, vascular invasion, invasion

of adjacent tissues, lymph node metastasis, TNM

stage, total bilirubin, WBC, PLT, and postoperative

chemotherapy.

Prognostic Factors in Patients with PDAC
In Kaplan-Meier analysis, the survival curves were signifi-

cantly stratified by preoperative GNRI categories

(Figure 1). The median survival of the normal GNRI

group was two and a half times longer than that of the

patients with abnormal nutritional (22.4 vs 10.8 months).

Cox-regression univariate analysis showed that the sex (HR,

1.815, 95% CI, 1.366–2.411, p <0.001), age (HR, 1.826,

95% CI, 1.375–2.4251, p <0.001), smoking history (HR,

1.478, 95% CI, 1.110–1.968, p =0.008), drinking history

(HR, 1.568, 95% CI, 1.167–2.106, p =0.003), tumor

grade (HR, 1.742, 95% CI, 1.326–2.288, p <0.001), TNM

stage (HR, 2.009, 95% CI, 1.442–2.798, p <0.001), lymph

node metastasis (HR, 1.638, 95% CI, 1.231–2.181, p =

0.001), perineural invasion (HR, 1.538, 95% CI,

1.105–2.141, p =0.011), vascular invasion (HR, 1.589,

95% CI, 1.176–2.147, p =0.003), invasion of adjacent

Table 3 Univariate Analysis of Factors Associated with Overall

Survival

Variable Univariate

Analysis

p-value

HR (95% CI)

Sex (male vs female) 1.815 (1.366–2.411) <0.001

Age (years) 1.826 (1.375–2.425) <0.001

Smoking history (current/former

vs never)

1.478 (1.110–1.968) 0.008

Drinking history (current/former

vs never)

1.568 (1.167–2.106) 0.003

Tumor grade (poor vs well/

moderate)

1.742 (1.326–2.288) <0.001

TNM stage (III/IV vs I/II) 2.009 (1.442–2.798) <0.001

Tumor location (body/tail vs head) 0.813 (0.604–1.095) 0.173

Tumor size (mm) (≤40 vs >40) 0.983 (0.743–1.300) 0.902

Lymph node metastasis (positive

vs negative)

1.638 (1.231–2.181) 0.001

Perineural invasion (positive vs

negative)

1.538 (1.105–2.141) 0.011

Vascular invasion (positive vs

negative)

1.589 (1.176–2.147) 0.003

Invasion of adjacent tissues

(positive vs negative)

1.715 (1.301–2.262) <0.001

CEA (ng/mL) 0.999 (0.997–1.001) 0.392

CA199 (u/L) 1.000 (1.000–1.000) 0.024

WBC (×109/L) 0.999 (0.945–1.056) 0.965

Hemoglobin (g/L) 0.996 (0.988–1.003) 0.264

Albumin (g/L) 0.929 (0.904–0.955) <0.001

Total bilirubin (μmol/L) 1.001 (1.000–1.002) 0.046

PLT (×109/L) 0.999 (0.998–1.001) 0.381

Postoperative chemotherapy (yes vs

no)

0.909 (0.658–1.255) 0.561

GNRI (abnormal vs normal) 1.850 (1.401–2.443) <0.001

Abbreviations: CEA, carcinoembryonic antigen; CA19-9, carbohydrate antigen

19–9; WBC, white blood cell count; PLT, platelet count; GNRI, Geriatric nutritional

risk index.

Table 4 Multivariate Analysis of Factors Associated with Overall

Survival

Variable Multivariate

Analysis

p-value

HR (95% CI)

Age (years) 1.023 (1.011–1.035) <0.001

Drinking history (current/former

vs never)

1.453 (1.080–1.954) 0.014

Tumor grade (poor vs well/

moderate)

1.633 (1.239–2.152) <0.001

TNM stage (III/IV vs I/II) 1.921 (1.363–2.709) <0.001

GNRI (abnormal vs normal) 1.757 (1.318–2.341) <0.001
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tissues (HR, 1.715, 95% CI, 1.301–2.262, p <0.001), CA19-

9 level (HR, 1.000, 95% CI, 1.000–1.000, p =0.024), albu-

min level (HR, 0.929, 95% CI, 0.904–0.955, p <0.001),

total bilirubin level (HR, 1.001, 95% CI, 1.000–1.002, p =

0.046) and GNRI (HR, 1.850, 95% CI, 1.401–2.443,

p <0.001) were significantly associated with overall survival

(Table 3). The significantly associated variables above were

included to perform multivariate analysis by using the cox

proportional hazards model. Multivariate analysis showed

that age (HR, 1.023, 95% CI, 1.011–1.035, p <0.001),

drinking history (HR, 1.453, 95% CI, 1.080–1.954,

p =0.014), tumor grade (HR, 1.633, 95% CI, 1.239–2.152,

p <0.001), TNM stage (HR, 1.921, 95% CI, 1.363–2.709,

p < 0.001), and GNRI (HR, 1.757, 95% CI, 1.318–2.341,

p <0.001) were confirmed to be independent prognostic

factors for overall survival. (Table 4).

TNM staging system and tumor grade were widely used to

predict survival. Therefore, based on different TNM stage and

tumor grade, we further made subgroup analysis of GNRI.

When compared with abnormal GNRI, normal GNRI had

a better prognosis for OS in TNM stage I/II, TNM stage III/

IV and tumor grade 1/2. However, in tumor grade 3/4, there

was no statistical significance of survival between normal and

abnormal GNRI groups. (P>0.05). (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Kaplan-Meier curves of overall survival in (A) stage I/II (B) stage III/IV by TNM stage, (C) Well/moderate (D) Poor by tumor grade, and categorized according to

the GNRI.
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The Nomogram and Its Performance
The nomogram was constructed based upon the five inde-

pendent risk factors described above (Figure 3). In the

nomogram model, each predictor was ascribed a total

point value or a weighted point total (top scale), which

implied the probability of 1-year, 3-yer, 5-year survival

rates (bottom scale). In addition, the nomogram scoring

system could be used for a more precise calculation of the

1-year, 3-yer, 5-year survival rate predictions than drawing

lines on the nomogram (Table 5). The C-index of model

for overall survival prediction was 0.661 (95% CI, 0.621–

0.701), while TNM stage and tumor stage were 0.555

(95% CI, 0.527–0.583) and 0.575 (95% CI, 0.539–0.611).

The calibration plot of the nomogram was subsequently

developed. As illustrated in Figure 4, calibration curves

were used to verify the performance of the model in

predicting OS. To further validate the performance of the

model for evaluating the prognosis of PDAC, we plotted

the tdROC curve for the nomogram, TNM stage, and

tumor grade. In 1-year, 3-years and 5-years OS, the nomo-

gram achieved a tdAUC of 0.70, 0.753 and 0.812, respec-

tively. While TNM stage and tumor grade are only obtain

0.582, 0.571, 0.603 and 0.565, 0.598, 0.651, respectively.

(Figure 5).

Discussion
Pancreatic carcinoma frequently leads to malnutrition.

This is caused by tumor progression and decreased

oral intake as a result of gastrointestinal obstruction,

biliary obstruction, concomitant pancreatitis and

Figure 3 Nomogram for predicting overall survival after curative resection of PDAC.
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cancerous pain.18–20 Poor nutritional status is associated

with poor clinical outcomes and poor survival, for

instance, higher infection rates, impaired wound healing

and mortality as well as longer hospital stay, leading to

increased overall costs.19,21,22 Hence, early identification

of high-risk patients is crucial for patient-centered qual-

ity of care.23

Although a number of screening tools have been devel-

oped to assess the nutritional status of patients. Such as SGA,

NRS, and NRI, etc. However, these tools are regarded as

Table 5 Nomogram Scoring System

Age Points Drink History Points Tumor Grade Points TNM Stage Points GNRI Points

30 21 No 0 Well/moderate 0 I/II 0 Normal 0

50 50 Yes 23 Poor 31 III/IV 41 Abnormal 35

60 64

70 79

80 93

85 100

Total points 1-year survival probability Total points 3-year survival probability Total points 3-year survival probability

7 0.9 3 0.8 4 0.7

54 0.8 32 0.7 27 0.6

83 0.7 55 0.6 46 0.5

105 0.6 74 0.5 63 0.4

124 0.5 91 0.4 80 0.3

142 0.4 108 0.3 98 0.2

159 0.3 126 0.2 121 0.1

177 0.2 148 0.1

199 0.1

Figure 4 Calibration curves for predicting overall survival probability by the nomogram.

Notes: Calibration curves of the prognostic nomogram for 1-year overall survival (A), 3-year overall survival (B) and 5-year overall survival (C).

Figure 5 The tdROC curve of the prognostic nomogram, TNM stage and tumor grade.

Notes: The tdROC curve for 1-year survival (A), 3-year survival (B), and 5-year survival (C).
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subjective tools, which require patients to provide recent

changes in weight, even changes in eating conditions, and

the elderly cannot accurately remember these due to memory

loss, so the nutritional screening results will often exist in

deviation.24 In addition, there are still no consensus concern-

ing criteria suitable for predicting the nutrition-related risk in

patients. Considering these findings, GNRI was proposed to

evaluate the nutrition-related risk, since this criterion is sim-

ple and objective, and has been shown to be associated with

mortality not only in elderly patients in various health care

settings, but also in patients with a wide variety of patholo-

gical conditions and at different ages.10,13,25–28

To the best of our knowledge, this study is the first

attempt to evaluate the impact of GNRI on the overall

survival of PDAC patients treated with radical resection.

In our study, we confirm that GNRI is capable of discrimi-

nating survival for PDAC patients and patients with differ-

ent TNM stages. Meanwhile, multivariate cox analysis also

showed that GNRI is an independent risk factor of overall

survival for PDAC patients. GNRI ≤ 98 often means

a worse prognosis in PDAC patients. Regarding the indif-

ference in OS between two groups of GNRI at the tumor

grade of 3/4, we believe that it may be related to the small

sample size at this level. Finally, we built a nomogram

model by combining other independent risk factors and

compared with the TNM stage and tumor grade in predic-

tive ability. Research finding showed that the nomogram

model had a higher value whether on tdAUC or C-index.

which indicated that combines multiple variables is much

better than a single predictor in discriminatory ability.

Nomogram is a simple graphical representation of

a statistical prediction model that has been regarded by

scholars as useful and efficient methods for predicting

tumor prognosis in recent years.29–32 Our nomogram con-

tained five factors in which age, sex, TNM stage, and

tumor grade were consistent with those of previous

research.33–35 The GNRI is based on three important nutri-

tional indices including serum albumin level, body weight,

and height. Serum albumin is one of the most relevant

malnutrition indicators. Hendifar et al recently reported

that Low preoperative Serum albumin was associated

with worse disease-free survival and OS in patients with

resected PDAC.36 Gupta et al also reported that high

serum albumin concentration was associated with better

survival of cancer patients.37 The body mass index (BMI)

consists of body weight and height, which are included in

GNRI calculations. Several studies have reported that low

BMI is considered a poor prognostic factor of pancreatic

cancer.38,39 Particularly, Umegaki et al indicated that a low

BMI was associated with an increased risk of death with

pancreatic cancer, Okura et al suggested that extremely

low BMI was significantly associated with a higher risk of

mortality in pancreatectomy patients.

There were several limitations to this study. First, this

study was a retrospective study from a single institution

with a relatively small sample size. A multicenter prospec-

tive study and larger sample clinical analysis is required

for further study. Second, this study only included PDAC

patients who received pancreatectomy, the results may not

represent a general population of PDAC patients under-

going other therapy methods (such as palliative therapy

and targeted therapy and so on). Third, there are some

additional limitations for this study, such as residual con-

founders, potential information bias.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the present study suggests that the GNRI

could be a simple and effective tool to predict the overall

survival in PDAC patients treated with curative resection.

The nomogram based on GNRI and other variables in our

study can provide an individualized risk estimation of OS

in patients with PDAC, and may offered to clinicians to

improve their prognostication for patients and strengthen

prognosis-based decision making for each patient.
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